


The modern office is an 
environment which must meet 
the demands of our dynamic, 
fast paced work life. 

New methods of 
communicating allow a level 
of interaction never before 
seen in the work place and one 
that holds new challenges for 
furniture within these 
hyper-offices.

The demand for adaptable, 
versatile furniture has never 
been greater. 

Whether it’s a relaxed social 
gathering or an intense 
corporate meeting, FLEX is on 
hand - designed to adapt to 
any task.heartwood.ca

Rectangle Tops with Quarter 
Donut Round Corners on Shared 
Spider Leg | Evening Zen

CAN YOUR 
WORKSPACE 
FLEX?

Rectangle and Trapezoid Tops on 
Shared Spider Leg | Pure White.



BORED 
OF YOUR 
BOARD 
ROOM?

FLEX = Freedom; the freedom 
to build as many layouts as you 
can imagine. 

By using an array of work
surface options, combined with 
either  independent or shared 
legs, you can configure the 
components in many different 
ways. Free at last to create your 
perfect ‘surface solution’. 

From boardroom to seminar,  to 
group huddle and back again - 
as FLEXible as you need it!

Board room layout using Wave and 
Half Moon Tops with Freestanding 

Tee Bases | Grey Matrix.

heartwood.ca

FLEX system of modular tables 
provides an affordable and versatile 
solution to meetings, conferences, 
training and academic applications. 

Freestanding tables can simply 
be repositioned within minutes to 
deliver a fast and practical 
surface solution.

No fuss, all FLEX 

Academic application with Wave and 
Half Moon Tops on Freestanding
Tee Base legs | Grey Matrix

Moving FLEX tables around to 
reconfigure a new layout or just moving 

out of the way is incredibly easy, 
especially when one end is fitted with 

the lockable castor option.



USE IT,
MOVE IT,
              IT...

Spider, Straight or Tee base legs 
are available, as well as two “feet” 
options - standard glide or castor.

Board room layout using Rectangle and 
Half Donut Tops with Shared Tee Base 
Legs | Sugar Maple.

Board room layout using Rectangle and 
Half Moon Tops with Shared Tee Base 
Legs | Sugar Maple

Lecture layout using Rectangle and 
Trapezoid Tops on Freestanding 
Tee Base Legs | Autumn Maple

3 way Station using Rectangle Tops 
with Triangle Top on Shared 
Tee Base Legs | Hardrock Maple Board room layout using Rectangle and 

Trapezoid Tops with Shared Tee base 
legs | Hardrock Maple
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Tops can be combined with any of the table bases available for 
the FLEX series and are not limited to the options shown.

EXAMPLE LAYOUTS


